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1. Rel,e.yance of the

of

of AU.

problem.

Currerrtly, WWTP sludge generated in Bulgaria is main

which highlig;lLts the need for approaches to their sustainable

landfilled or illegally disposed of,

t, both to meet national

and European regulatory requirements and to reduce the risk to he
environment and human health.

ll

this sense, the topic of the dissertation is relevarLt and
priority.

ly orrierrted in a direction with hish

2. Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods.
The set goal is clearly formulated and its achievement is

on 4 tasks, which are loqical-

ly related to the topic and outline the structure of the study. The appliectresearch
methods aro very
well presented and substantiated. I would like to emphasize that
to the specifics of the topic, the
study was conducted in coordination with a numbr:r of munici
anrl state structures, which in itsolf is a contribution.

3. Visualization and presentation of the obtained resu
The presentation of the material in the disserrtation is
statistical data processing, as well as very good illusrtrative and

ancl correct. There is appropriate

4. Discussion of the results and used

literature'

The results and their discussion are logically structured in 7 r;ubsections and are discrrrssed at
a very good scientific level. The competently presented results and conclusions show that the doc-

toral student has successfully coped with the stages of the research and the set tasks.

5. Contributions to the dissertation.

The r:ontributions of the dissertation work of PhD student l\.ngelova are both scienl;ific and
scientiLfic-applied.

Scienl.ific contrib utions

Four rscientific contributions have been formulated in the field of utilization of WWTP
sludgc, whic:tL I accePt in

full'

Scienttific and applied contributions

the

There are three formulated scientific and applied contributio,ns" It should be emphasizedthat
joint acti.',rities on sludge recycling with Plovdiv Water and Se'werage and meeting the require-

ments set

inL

the national legislation are significant progress in establishing a link betweer science

and business, which can be expecl.ed to have a multiplier effect.

6. Criitical remarks and questions.
Givem the importance of ttre results,

I would recommend looking for opportunities to publish

in foreign sr:ientific journals, as well as more active participation in international scientific lbrums'

7. Published articles and citations.

The publications of PhD student Angelova on the topic of

tJhe

dissertation are a total of 4,

of

which two (pne in Bulgarian) puLblished in proceedings of national conferences, one chapter of a
No
book and orn,e article in a journal referenced in Scopus. She is the first author in three of them.
citations found.
The prresented abstract objectively reflects the structure and content of the dissertation.

CO]\CLUSION:

Bas*l on the learned and applied by the PhD

student, diffi:rent research methods, correctly

performed e;rperiments, summaries and conclusions, I believe that the presented dissertation meets
which
the rerquirernents of ZRASRB and the Rules of the Agricultural University for its application,
gives me reason to evaluate it POSITIVE'

I Would like to suggost to the esteemed

to also vote positively and to
'fDoctor of Agricultural Scienc-

Scientific

award Dgsislava Gospodinova AngeLova the scientifrc deg
esfi in thg scientific specialty "Ecology and Ecosystem
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